Friday 4 December 2020, Term 4 Week 8
Word of the Week: Excellence
Principals Report
Hi everyone and welcome to the second last newsletter for
2020. This is the last week for our Year 10 students with lots of
activities to send them off on the next phase of their lifelong
learning journey.
We had our farewell assembly on Wednesday this week, which
was probably one of the best we have had since I have been
at the school. A particular highlight was the video messages
from past teachers and the captains speeches which
brought everyone to tears.

We had three of our year 10 students (Brayden, Zali and
Lachlan) receive excellence awards on Thursday at Copland
College. I was so proud of our students and their well
deserved awards.

Our formal will be held tonight and I will hopefully be able to
share many photos in the next newsletter.
Lastly some of our primary students attended a leadership
day at Birrigai and immersed themselves in land and culture.

Till next time, stay safe

Paul
High School Deputy
As the year draws to a close the days seems to be getting
busier and busier here at KSS. The past fortnight has seen
the students and staff involved in a number of events and
activities.
In our primary school Year 2 have been very busy with aqua
safe for the past two weeks. They have enthusiastically
headed to the pool each day for their swimming lessons and
return to school smiling and keen to share what they have
been doing in the pool. Today the Year 5 students had a
wonderful activity day. They spent the morning watching a

movie and eating popcorn and pizza before they went to
CISAC for an afternoon of water fun.
Year 10 has been exceptionally busy this fortnight. They have
completed a Careers Week online which enabled them to
participate in the virtual world of work, determine areas of
interest and then experience what things might be like if they
were working in that field. There were some diverse and
really interesting opportunities for students to involve
themselves in, and some of the areas that they explored
included architecture, ethics in the health industry, nursing,
teaching and forensic science.
Our Year 10 Farewell Assembly was held on Wednesday. It was
a fantastic assembly that included messages of
congratulations from the teacher's past and present, as well
as a slide show highlighting just how much our Year 10
students have grown. This year was a particularly special
assembly, as it was the first time we have farewelled students
who started at KSS in our preschool. At the conclusion of the
assembly our Year 10s were treated to a sausage sizzle and a
graduation cake. Special thanks must go to Ms Kauhanen, Ms
Langenhorst and Ms Langridge for the organisation of this
assembly and to Ms Langenhorst, Laura and the Hospitality
students who made the fantastic graduation cake.
Of course, the BIG event for our year 10 students takes place
tonight in our school gym, which has been beautifully
transformed into an Enchanted Forest for the formal. A
special thank you must go out to Ms Kauhanen, her team and
the formal committee for doing such a spectacular job of
organising and running this event. We are all looking forward
to seeing the students all dressed up and ready to celebrate
the end of their high school years. We will ensure that we
capture some special moments on camera during the night
to share with the community in the coming weeks.
And finally, to our Year 10 students - Graduation is an exciting
time. It marks both an ending and a beginning; it’s warm

memories of the past and big dreams for the future. It has
been a privilege to have had the opportunity to work with all
of you. As you embark on the next stage of your life, start
each and every day believing in your dreams, know without a
doubt that you were made for great things and remember to
come back and visit!
All the best
Kate Greeney

Immunisation Information

Year 1
Our students enjoy author studies. They are reading stories
written by the amazing author, Julia Donaldson. We love the
kind witch in ‘Room on The Broom’. Another story we read is
‘The Highway Rat’. Both these stories, as well as all Julia’s
other picture books have engaging rhyming storylines and
colourful illustrations. Perhaps that is why she is such a
popular author. The children participate in art lessons
relating to these books, using acrylic paints and other types

of media to develop their inspiration. In maths, our students
continue to revise and strengthen their understanding of
addition and subtraction, telling the time and measurement.
Our lessons involve hands-on materials which consolidate
understanding of these concepts. During science we
experiment with light and objects that make light, such as the
sun. We research how shadows are created when outside.
Students predict and discover what happens when we mix
coloured light. Science is a lot of fun. The children study
healthy eating and how different food groups affect our
bodies. We enjoyed the experience of making fruit kebabs in
class. The children tried new and interesting types of fruit
and discovered how delicious fruits can be. The variety gave
everyone ideas for new additions to their lunchboxes. The
end of the year may be in sight; however, Year 1 students will
continue to enjoy engaging learning activities in their
classroom for the remaining weeks ahead. We are so proud
of the students’ progress and will finish the year on a high!

Year 5
The end of the year is near!! Year 5 have been transitioning
well this term and getting themselves ready for the big jump
to middle school. As part of this, Year 5 have been
conducting science lessons in the Year 6 science lab and
orienting themselves around Building 3.
We have been completing our procedure writing pieces and
information reports during English lessons. In Maths, we are
working out the perimeter and area of our buildings and the
shared spaces. This has been a fun learning activity, as we
used the trundle wheels and wheeled our way around the
school. Our estimation skills are being refined as we compare
the sizing of containers to find their volume and capacity. We
have been a whizz at researching as we explore globalisation
events, environmental factors and discovering history about
old cities during Inquiry lessons.
As we are drawing near the end of school and as the students
are heading off to Year 6, the Year 5 teachers would like to
wish the students (and their families) all the very best. It has
been a challenging year, and we thank everyone for the
support during the year.

Year 7 Navy Poems
Levi - Haiku poem
You have no past oh
You were so special to me
I won't forget you
Cooper - Limerick
There once was a boy called cooper
Who was not a very good pooper
He sat down on some glass

And cut up his ass
And now needs a pooper scooper
Yameen - Acrostic
Spring is here
Pretty flowers grow
Rising sun is just beautiful
Insects come out
No more snow
Go to the park everyday
Yameen - limerick
A weird young fellow called Matt
Had a very big black fat hat
He walked down the hall
And fell into a hole
At the bottom he then went SPLAT

Ashlyn - Shape poem
I
love
Christmas
And presents
But family is fun
I love christmas
Because
It's
Fun
Lachy - Haiku
Climate change oh no
We are able to come back
Please say no to gas.

Bachitar - Acrostic
Terrifying for his prey
Intelligent mind
Great predator
Excellent bravery
Runs as fast as a cheetah
Phoebe - Ode
Oh bowler hat
You are the darkest of all hats
Ribbon texture is as smooth as silk
Moulding right on to my head

Year 7 Hass
In Semester Two, Year 7 has been learning about Ancient
History. We have learned how to create timelines comparing
the history of Ancient China and Ancient Rome. We looked at
Civics and Citizenships and the levels of government. We
created presentations on the topics Covid-19 or the bushfires
in Australia and looked at how the government responded.
Next we learnt about Economics and Business, what the
difference between the demand and supply curve and the
role of producers and consumers. Lastly, we learnt about
Place and Liveability – about the factors that influence where
people live such as connection to place, how liveable a place
is and how the environment can restrict the number of
people living in an area.

